
Building an IT infrastructure from the ground 
up starts with a device that’s ready for any 
business challenge. Lenovo V15 Gen 2, 
with its powerful AMD Ryzen™ 5000 series 
mobile processors, hybrid storage option, 
and business-grade security, offers a versatile 
PC solution that delivers outstanding value 
for money. 

An array of ports with enhanced display features 
that offer an immersive experience makes for 
smooth computing. Apart from the powerful 
processing, a striking exterior with a portable 
design makes the V15 Gen 2 appealing in both 
form and function.
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ITDM Benefits

Productivity: Lenovo V15 Gen 2 has been equipped with the latest 
AMD technology, including the AMD Ryzen™ processor and  
AMD Radeon™ graphics to boost performance.
 
Security: the Camera Shutter ensures privacy during meetings with the flick 
of the shutter. Firmware TPM 2.0 safeguards critical business information 
while the Kensington lock slot lends to the physical security of the V15 Gen 2.

Manageability: Lenovo V15 Gen 2 enables easy IT deployment and 
management. Moreover, Lenovo support services are just a click away. 
Get access to device details, warranty information, and self-service options 
with a dedicated Service Hot Key on the F9 function key.
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Runs on the Latest Technology: the Lenovo V15 Gen 2 powered by the 
most advanced AMD Ryzen™ 5000 series mobile processors. Paired 
with integrated AMD Radeon™ graphics, the PC allows for a smooth 
transition from one task to the next, so you can wind up the day’s work 
on time.

Extended Storage Capabilities: the Lenovo V15 Gen 2 splits the load 
between SSD and HDD storage. The hybrid storage option with up to 
512GB M.2 PCIe SSD and up to 2TB HDD enables both storing heavy files 
and providing faster access to applications so your work never stops.

Stunning Display and Design: the visual experience on the V15 Gen 2  
is enhanced with a Full-HD IPS display and 88% screen-to-body ratio, 
while a lighter chassis at 1.7kg, 4-sided narrow bezels, and an optional 
textured exterior make your PC stand out.

Connect and Accessorize: multitask across various devices, connect 
to an additional screen via HDMI or USB Type-C, or peripherals like 
keyboard and mouse via USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 ports. Additionally, 
connect to home or office networks with RJ45 and get the maximum 
internet speed for meetings. 
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Accessories

The Lenovo Essential Compact Wireless Mouse, 
designed with your convenience in mind. It’s easy to 
get more done when you don’t have to waste time 
untangling messy cables or searching the office for
new batteries. Its compact size makes it the perfect 
companion no matter what the occasion. Slide it into 
your pocket, backpack or laptop bag, and you’re 
ready to go.

Lenovo Essential Compact Wireless Mouse 
4Y50R20864

Lenovo Essential Stereo Analog Headset 
4XD0K25030 
The Lenovo Essential Stereo Analog Headset is the 
perfect solution for business users offering a clear, crisp 
sound complimented by a sleek, professional aesthetic. 
Its dynamic rotatable microphone also makes it ideal for 
both left and right-siders, while its leather and memory-
foam ear cups, ergonomic design, and 3.5 mm audio jack 
make it ideal for VoIP communications.

ThinkPad 15.6 Basic Backpack 
4X40K09936 
The ThinkPad 15.6” Basic Backpack offers protection and value for 
laptops up to 15.6” wide. It features a padded, dedicated compartment 
for your laptop, plus plenty of internal storage for other work essentials. A 
convenient front pocket easily stores a small notebook, earbuds, or other 
essential items. Made of durable fabric, this lightweight, ThinkPad-branded 
backpack is compatible with all ThinkPad laptops and ultrabooks.



PERFORMANCE 

Processor  
Up to AMD Ryzen™ 5000 series mobile 
processors

OS  
Windows 10 Pro

Memory 
Up to 16GB DDR4, 3200MHz

Storage  
Up to 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD 
Up to 2TB 5400rpm HDD 
Supports Dual Drive1

Graphics 
Integrated AMD Radeon™ graphics

Camera  
HD, 0.3M 
Dual Mics

Audio  
2 x 1.5W stereo speakers 
Dolby® Audio™ solution

Battery 
38Whr / 45Whr battery

Adapter 
Wall mount, slim round tip - 65W 
 
SECURITY 

TPM 2.0 FW 
Camera Shutter 
KensingtonTM lock slot

DESIGN 

Display  
15” FHD IPS (1920 x 1080 pixels) with anti-glare, 300 nits 
15” FHD TN (1920 x 1080 pixels) with anti-glare, 250 nits

Dimensions (W x D x H)  
359 x 236 x 19.9mm 
14.13 x 9.29 x 0.78 inches 

Weight 
1.7kg/3.74lbs.

Keyboard  
Full-sized standard keyboard and full number keys 
with one-piece Touchpad 
Service Hot Key

Color  
Black Special Texture 
Iron Gray 

Material  
Black color option with special texture on three side 
Iron Gray color option with IMR texture on two sides  
 
CONNECTIVITY 

Input/Output Ports  
1 x USB Type-C (data only) 
1 x USB 3.0 Gen1 
1 x USB 2.0 Gen1 
RJ45 
HDMI 
Audio combo jack

WLAN  
Up to WiFi 6, Bluetooth® 5.0

PRELOADED SOFTWARE 

Lenovo Vantage 
McAfee® LiveSafe™ (trial) 
Microsoft Office (trial, except in Japan) 

SERVICES 

PREMIUM CARE  
is the hassle free solution for all your technical support 
needs.With this front of the queue and straight to the 
experts customer support service, Lenovo provides you 
peace of mind and faster solutions, allowing you to get 
the best from your new device.

• Real person 
• Real fast  
• Hassle free    
• PC health check  

WARRANTY UPGRADES 
Onsite Service maximizes PC uptime and productivity by 
providing convenient, fast repair service at your place. In 
addition, with Tech Install CRU service the installation of 
all internal Customer Replaceable Unit (CRU) parts will 
be done on your behalf by a trained technician.1 

WARRANTY EXTENSIONS 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service help you accurately 
budget for PC expenses, protect your investment, and 
lower the cost of ownership over time.1 

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION  
Protect your investment from operational or structural 
damage caused by common accidents like drops, spills, 
or electrical surges. This protection plan helps with pre-
dictable budgeting, minimizes unexpected repair costs 
and provides significant savings relative to the cost of 
non-covered repairs.1, 2 

KEEP YOUR DRIVE 
Retain your drive if it should happen to fail, giving you 
the peace of mind of knowing that your valuable data is 
secure.1, 2

1 Up to 4 years total duration  
2 May not be available in all regions
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Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer 
rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: - 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1; 10 Gbit/s for 
USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2. 
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